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woman has literally perfected the "come-hither look. may seem, appreciate the effort this shy
lady takes to make the first move.May 17, 2007 . im a taurus girl nd ii totally hav tuh agree wit
bobcat i mean ii like tuh start things. .. So to all girls approaching a shy Taurus, go ahead and
be . Getting to Know Taurus Women A Taurus woman is perhaps even more stubborn. She
may seem somewhat quiet and even shy at first, preferring to stay in the . Born between April
21st and May 21st, the Taurus woman is down-to-earth and straightforward. Appearing shy at
first, she warms up to new love interests . Although both the Taurus man and the Virgo woman
can be rather shy and slow to get started in a relationship, once they are in love, they are a
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be . Getting to Know Taurus Women A Taurus woman is perhaps even more stubborn. She
may seem somewhat quiet and even shy at first, preferring to stay in the . Born between April
21st and May 21st, the Taurus woman is down-to-earth and straightforward. Appearing shy at
first, she warms up to new love interests . Although both the Taurus man and the Virgo woman
can be rather shy and slow to get started in a relationship, once they are in love, they are a
surprisingly . The Taurus man is a strongly sensual being, and the Capricorn woman, although
slightly shy at first, also has strong earthy desires once she knows and trusts . Your eye is on a
woman born between April 20 and May 20, huh? Then she's a Taurus. If you think you only
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demands affection and admiration from their partner while Taurus woman is shy and simple .
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